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July 25, 2008 

 

Ms Kristin DeCarmine 

Reports Analysis Division 

Federal Election Commission 

999 E Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20463 

 

Re: Amended October Monthly Report (7/1/107 - 9/30/07) 

FEC ID# C00099259 

 

Dear Ms DeCarmine: 

 

In response to your letter dated June 25, 2008 requesting additional information: 

 

1. All payments for "communications consulting", "communications travel" and "photography" were for generic 

administrative committee activities. None of these expenditures were made on behalf of a specifically identified federal 

candidate or fall under the definition of Federal Election Activity under 11 CFR Sec.100.24. 

 

2. Due to a change in leadership from the time that the 2007 Mid Year Report and the Amended October Monthly Report 

(7/1/07 - 9/30/07) was filed, an incorrect calculation of the escrow balance was used. The correct total escrow balance 

as of 6/30/07 should have been $102,464.87.  

 

We arrived at this corrected balance by computing the following beginning with the 2006 calendar year:  

2006 Admin in-kinds - Total admin in-kinds of $9,868.58 requiring a transfer total of $2,072.40 to be made. Total 

transfers to the non-federal account of $25,432.47 (including the $25,000 escrow deposit). Admin escrow balance of 

$23,360.07 as of 12/31/06. 

2006 MD-06 in-kinds - Total MD-06 in-kinds of $124,082.79 requiring a transfer total of $12,408.28 to be made in. Total 

transfers to the non-federal account of $86,104.20 (including the $75,000 escrow deposit).  MD-06 escrow balance of 

$73,695.92 as of 12/31/06. 

 

At 1/1/07, the MD-06 escrow balance became known as the MD-08 escrow balance. 

 

The activity for the in-kinds on the 2007 Mid Year Report (1/1/07 - 6/30/07) was as follows: 

Admin escrow beginning balance of $23,360.07. Total admin in-kinds of $66,614.00 using $18,651.92 of the escrow balance. 

Admin escrow balance as of 6/30/07 was $4,708.15. 

MD-08 escrow beginning balance of $73,695.92. Total MD-08 in-kinds of $185,154.76 using $14,812.38 of the escrow 

balance. Total MD-08 transfers to the escrow account of $922.60. MD-08 escrow balance as of 6/30/07 was $59,806.14. 

 

The activity for the 2007 October Monthly Report (7/1/07 - 9/30/07) should be updated to reflect the following escrow 

balances: 

Admin - Beginning balance of $4,708.15. Total admin in-kinds of $11,039.00 using $3,090.92 of escrow balance. Transfers 

to the Admin escrow account of $25,051.92. Admin escrow balance of $26,669.15 as of 9/30/07. 

MD-08 - Beginning balance of $59,806.14. Total MD-08 in-kinds of $61,766.91 using $4,941.35 of escrow balance. Total 

MD-08 transfers to the escrow account of $20,930.93. MD-08 escrow balance of $75,795.72 as of 9/30/07. 

 

None of the above disbursements were made to influence the election or defeat of specific federal candidates. All 

disbursements were appropriately reported as administrative or fundraising depending on the nature of the activity. The 

non-federal account has not made any expenditures that should have been allocated 
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Sincerely, 

 

 

Abby F. Dupree, CPA 

 


